Macy’s Uniform Fitting Information
Updated Feb 8, 2019
Uniform Fitting for The Banner Carriers, Honor Guard, Musician’s (that’s YOU band!), Tall Flags,
Letter Carriers & 4 Marching Band Aids’ fitting dates will take place Tuesday 1/29, 2/5, 2/12, & 2/19 at
rehearsal in the Coliseum.
Other Auxiliary? See your lead for detail.
Fittings will be done prior to rehearsals (but not after) so PLEASE come early one of those days!
The doors at the Coliseum open at 6:00 pm.
When you arrive for your fitting look for/find
“Step 1” to pick up an order card and a pen,
then to “Step 2” to try on gloves and ear
bags. Ear bags are optional for all except the
Tall Flags (who will wear different head wear
and mandatory). It could be cold in
NYC…we recommend them!
On to “Step 3” to try on the coat then “Step 4” after filling out our Uniform Fitting Card handing it to
one of the uniform committee persons, who will check it for completion and record your sizes.
What is worn under the coat? All white sneakers, white socks, and navy pants to match hat (same
as the spring uniform). We recommend layering under the coat. The neck of the shirt/sweater/fleece
(whatever is exposed) must be white, matching the white of the coat’s hood.
Please note – Ear Bags: The optional ear bags are the ONLY type of ear warmers allowed. It’s
better to have purchased them and not use them, then to have not purchased them a wish you had.
Participation Fees include both Macy’s uniform and trip-related common costs* - Due March 1st
Musicians, Banner/Letter Carriers and Band Aides: $77 (with ear warmers)
$62 (without ear warmers)
Tall Flags: $77
Flag/Rifles: $137
Rounderettes/Majorettes: $197
Payment should be made through PayPal on the website (available soon). Checks may be sent to:
Second Time Arounders, P.O. Box 15062, St Petersburg, FL 33733. Please write “Macy’s
Participation Fee” on the front of the check and be sure to identify the Rounder for whom the payment
is being made.
* Bucs volunteers, do not make these payments. Lisa Hoyland will provide your amounts due.
Thanks sincerely,
Polly Findeison
Uniform Committee Chair

